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Abstract. Currently, the growing interest of users and consumers in the partici-

pation of the creative process has led to the typical “maker culture” practices. 

Consequently, there is an increasing number of prosumers -users who produce 

what they consume- who want to be part of the design and transformation process 

of the products. In order to achieve it, prosumers have begun to use digital tools 

that greatly facilitate this task. These tools could vary depending on the number 

of users involved in the process and the freedom of participation that they have 

on the product. It has been presented a number of qualitative classification of 

cases involving the end user, individually or collectively, that has influenced as 

a prosumer in the product design process. The objective is to study the use of 

digital tools in the creative phase within the design process according to their 

different levels of participation with respect to the final product. The cases are 

shown in four tables according to the number of users involved in the process and 

their level of participation. In these tables, other important aspects related to the 

study of digital tools such as the type of contribution of the prosumer to the prod-

uct or the design phase in which he participates will be identified. In conclusion, 

this work will show if there is a pattern in the use of digital tools according to the 

number of users involved in the process and the freedom of participation that they 

have and which are the reasons for their use. 
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1 Introduction 

In 1980, Alvin Toffler aimed the term prosumer for the first time, referring to mass 

consumers who, with new communication systems, would assume the role of con-

sumer-producers [1]. Technology has evolved and in the last decades there has been a 

transition from passive consumers to active prosumers [2]. In this way, we would cur-

rently understand as a prosumer all those users that actively participate in the creation 

of products and services that finally uses [3]. Kotler suggested that this advance towards 

the postindustrial era would decrease the number of pure consumers, who would be 

replaced by "prosumers"[4]. However, there exists numerous cases, their claims have 

not been established in society in a generalized manner. 

The consumption model has evolved thanks to new technologies of communication 

and digital literacy, access to the Internet, the proliferation of social networks and Web 

2.0 [5]. Prosumer has emerged to become a central figure in the temporary culture [6], 
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empowered and independent comes to self-realization focused on the achievement of 

their own product that is shared as online content [7]. New techno-logical tools have 

burst with greater initial impact in the field of design, allowing the democratization of 

creative processes, centered on the user and allowing their participation in the process, 

which guarantees their transmission and permanence [8].  

On the other hand, the maker movement has been developed [9,10] as an evolution 

of the traditional DIY movement, where it has gone from bricolage and assembly to 

creation and manufacture. The futuristic vision of a user who can become a producer 

and consumer at the same time, thanks to electronic technology [11], has materialized 

in some communities that make the prosumer closer to technology and has an easier 

access to digital tools. In this aspect, it is remarkable the importance of 3D printing, 

which has been the engine of a new maker current as it is one of the most promising 

recent technological developments [5]. Currently it is pretended to reach especially the 

youngest [12] with actions of divulging robotics, 3D design software, agile tools and 

programming that allow them to develop their own products.  

The Toffler model of prosumer remains rooted in the era of massive mass media. 

Roles as consumers and users have long begun to be closely related to those as producer 

and creator [13]. Specifically, the term maker has expanded the motto of DIY (Do It 

Yourself) to DIT (Do It Together) or DIWO (Do It With Others) and includes disciplines 

ranging from computer science, electronics and robotics to carpentry and metallurgy 

[8]. The activities that could be grouped under the category of maker range from retail, 

creation of workspaces and fab labs [14], manufacturing and distribution, exhibition 

fairs [15] and services [16]. Knott differentiates three types of prosumer according to 

how they use the tools, materials and indications that companies provide them: the 

prosumer that follows rules; the one who pursues self-sufficiency; and the one who 

adapts tools and materials in DIY processes [17]. 

2 Methodological description 

The main objective of this study focuses on research through a case review in which 

digital tools has been used throughout the product’s creative phases by prosumers. As 

a result, we hope to find a series of cases that show if there is a pattern in the use of 

digital tools according to the number of users involved and their different levels of 

participation with respect to the final product, and which are the reasons for their use.  

To achieve this, an initial search of documented cases was carried out but we only 

found two cases. So, a field search was carried out with the keyword "prosumer" and 

other related keywords as "collaborative design", "mass customization", "co-creation" 

and "personalization". After this more precise search, the majority of cases cited in the 

article were obtained. Finally, a search was carried out through the digital tools identi-

fied in the cases found as "design software", "open source" or "tutorials". 

A total of 33 cases were identified that, instead of being tested in their entirety, were 

analyzed and tested superficially to have enough information to make a posterior qual-

itative classification according to two main aspects. First, the number of participants 

involved, differentiating between an individual (a single prosumer) or collective (more 
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than one prosumer) participation. And, second, according to the degree of creative free-

dom, differentiating between free (prosumers could participate freely and establish their 

own criteria) or restricted (prosumers could opt among the suggestions offered by the 

company) user participation in the creative phase of the design process. In this way, in 

order to optimize the classification of cases, these have been divided into four tables: 

individual and free participation cases (Table 1); individual and restricted participation 

cases (Table 2); collective and free participation cases (Table 3); and collective and 

restricted participation cases (Table 4). 

In these tables, three aspects were qualitatively defined. First, the type of contribu-

tion of the prosumer to the product, differentiating between new design (ND), re-design 

(RD), copy (C) or selection of features (SF). Second, the design phase, differentiating 

between concept (C), development (DV), detail (DT) or presentation (P) phase. And 

third, the digital tool used, such as online platform (OP), design software (DS), tutorials 

(T), open source (OS), or vote system (VS), being this particular in each case. We con-

clude with the analysis of the results in form of discussion and conclusions that deal 

with aspects related to digital tools and prosumers. 

3 Results 

The qualitative classification of the results is included in Table 1, Table 2, Table 3 and 

Table 4. Furthermore, in the cases review we found several websites that offered nu-

merous digital tools for prosumers. Among these portals, it was found a website that 

offers companies the possibility to customize any of their products through the devel-

opment of a visual digital tool of selection and filtering [18]; a blog post with a complete 

list of collaborative resources for 3D modeling and impress [19]; and a page of online 

resources to do graphic design without being a professional in the field [20]. 

3.1 Individual and free participation cases 

Due to the limitations in the productive systems it is difficult to develop unique products 

where the prosumer can participate freely. Therefore, some companies give the user the 

necessary means in order to finish the product by himself [21, 22, 23]. There are cases 

in which the prosumer can follow an example to build his own product and, in addition, 

add a creative contribution on the design, manufacture or personalization of it [24, 25]. 

Finally, some of the cases studied also have platforms where they offer free training so 

that the prosumer learns tasks such as sewing, welding, 3D design and printing, CNC 

and resins molding, among others [21, 22, 23, 25, 26]. 

Table 1. Characteristics of individual and free participation cases. 

Case  Contribution Phase (Results) Digital tool 

Meccano [21] ND C + P (Design) OP + T + instructions 

Burda [22] RD + C DV + P (Fabrication) OP + T + instructions 

MODI [23] RD + C  C + DV (Design) OP + T + instructions 
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Spreadshirt [24] ND + SF C + P (Design) OP + DS 

Instructables[25] C + RD C + DV (Design + 

Fab.) 

OP + catalogue + ideas 

interchange 

Desygner [26] ND + SF C + P (Design) DS + online tools + templates 

BeoCafe [27] ND C (Conceptual design) 3D Software + design + 

rendering 

Slow photo [28] ND C + DV (Design + 

Fab.) 

DS + prototyping tool 

3.2 Individual and restricted participation cases 

Among the existing tools for a user to participate in the design of a product the most 

used is mass customization, which allows to configure a product through the choice of 

suggested options by the company. It is widely used in transportation sector [29,30], 

but it is also present in sectors such as sports and textiles [31, 32, 33]. 

Table 2. Characteristics of individual and restricted participation cases.  

Case  Contribution Phase (Results) Digital tool 

Helmets 3D [29] SF P (Design) OP + DS 

MINI [30] SF P (Design) OP + DS 

NikeID [31] SF C + P (Design) OP + DS 

Converse [32] SF C + P (Design) OP + DS 

Pro Model Deck [33] SF P (Design) OP + DS 

Makercase [34] SF D (Detail phase) Makercase 

Ordermade 

WholeGarment [35] 

SF P (Not design) Co-design software tool 

3.3 Collective and free participation cases 

Digital tools such as online platforms and forums generate a common collaborative 

network where prosumers can co-create and share results [36, 37, 38].  Moreover, the 

phenomenon of 3D printing has overflowed the field of industry and has been set up at 

other levels [8]. This, together with Open Access, has allowed prosumers to share their 

creations in forums and file libraries to which any user has access to up-load their mod-

els and modify others, thus giving rise to models created by various users [19].  

Table 3. Characteristics of collective and free participation cases. 

Case  Contribution Phase (Results) Digital tool 

Ikea Hackers 

[36] 

ND + RD C (Conceptual 

design) 

OP + catalog + ideas 

interchange 

ProsumerFX 

[37] 

ND C (Conceptual 

design) 

DS for image processing 
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Braineet [38] ND C (Conceptual 

design) 

OP + App 

ReViste [39] RD  C + P (Design) Not a digital tool (physical) 

Github [40] ND +RD C (Conceptual 

design) 

OS + CAD + 3D models 

repository 

3D Printeros 

[41] 

ND C + DV 

(Design+Fab.) 

Cloud + OS + Remote 3D 

printer 

Robotix [42] ND + RD + C C + DV (Design) OP + T + Ideas interchange 

Scratch [43] ND C (Design) OP + Software 

Maker Shed 

[44] 

ND + RD + C C + DV (Design) OP + T + Hardware 

Vectary [45] ND C + P (Design) 3D software + forum + co-

design 

OnShape [46] ND  C + DV (Design) Learning centre + cloud + 

library 

3.4 Collective and restricted participation cases 

In collective cases whose participation on the product is restricted, the user's participa-

tion only has relevance as a number, giving types of participations. First, users make 

design decisions collectively through voting, surveys or user tests, where they value 

products or services to apply innovations or improvements. In this way, through the 

choice of features, users can make collective design decisions about the final result of 

the product [47, 48, 49]. Second, users participate through voting systems or crowd-

funding to decide if a product already designed by the company or by another user will 

finally go to the market [50, 51]. And third, there are platforms of products and services 

that present new contents adjusting to the multiple selection of options made by their 

viewers [52, 53]. In all three cases, a participation that in principle is individual, ends 

up becoming a collective result. 

Table 4. Characteristics of collective and restricted participation cases. 

Case  Contribution Phase (Results) Digital tool 

Lay’s [47] ND + SF  Market (Fab. + 

commercialization) 

OP + VS + social networks 

La Marque du 

Consommateur [48] 

ND + SF DV (not design) OP + VS + questionnaire 

Manchester City FC 

[49] 

SF (ND + RD) C + P (Design) OP + VS + testing 

Lego Ideas [50] ND + SF Market (Fab. + 

commercialization) 

OP + VS 

MADE [51] ND + SF Market (Fab. + 

commercialization) 

Cloud + crowdfunding + 

OP 

Netflix [52] C + SF P (Not design) Data processing algorithm 

Amazon [53] C + SF P (Not design) Data processing algorithm 
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4 Discussion 

The original idea of Toffler about prosumer [1] has derived in two alternative ways. 

The first one, known as "mass customization", is to achieve a high degree of personal-

ization by having consumers establishing the design requirements. In this way, the con-

sumer does not participate in the manufacture, but rather limits himself to personalize 

the product through a filtering of options that affects the final design. The second way 

is to make the prosumer participate in the chain of transformation of the product either 

in the creative phase of design, in the production of some of the parts or in the final 

phases such as assembly or installation. It is necessary to define these two alternatives, 

since there are many sectors that have used the term prosumer, confusing it with mass 

customization, personalization at the point of sale or online personalization. 

The term self-consumption, which is closely related to prosumer, consists of produc-

ing or managing the resources that the consumer himself enjoys. The most well-known 

examples are associated with the production of food, energy, water or clothing. Con-

sumers could be individuals, groups, companies or public entities. In this way, in the 

freedom scale we would find self-consumption in the highest rank and mass customi-

zation in the lowest. The ideal prosumer and that would fit the original definition of 

Toffler [1] would be the one between these two extremes. I.e., that prosumer who can 

act with freedom on the product, but who has certain interdependence of a third party 

that provides the base on which to act. Two good examples classified that comply these 

characteristics are MODI [23] and 3D Printer OS [41]. 

The importance of digital tools in the current era to consolidate the presence of the 

prosumer tendency is indisputable. These tools allow the user to participate not only in 

the design phases, but also in the manufacturing and personalization. However, we must 

also highlight the importance of physical tools such as fab labs [14] or 3D printers [8]. 

It is these physical tools that complement the work of the digital tools and work in 

harmony with them to make possible the final materialization of the product. 

5 Conclusions 

The classification carried out shows a clear dependence of each quadrant with the type 

of digital tool used. The most notable case is where the prosumer's participation is re-

stricted, since the user's contribution is only made through the selection and filtering of 

options by means of an online platform to affect the product's presentation phase. That 

is not the case with free participation, which allows the user to contribute new ideas 

that affect the conceptual phase of the product through digital tools such as 3D software, 

tutorials, instructions and specific apps, among other tools. 

The difference between hardware product and software product is not only in its 

tangibility, but also in the way in which the user can participate in its design, trans-

formation or manufacture. Both types of product can share digital tools such as online 

platforms, design software or open source. However, there are tools that can only be 

linked to hardware products due to their tangible nature and their need for subsequent 

manufacturing, such as mass customization, 3D printing or physical tools. 
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Otherwise, if there is something that characterizes collective cases, it is the use of 

tools such as online platforms, repositories of files, clouds, online libraries and forums. 

These open source tools facilitate communication between users to enable the exchange 

of ideas, the creation of challenges and the realization of collaborative projects at a 

distance. This is why we can affirm that the presence and development of Web 2.0 has 

influenced the current prosumer, in which there is also an increasingly tendency closer 

to remote hardware control, as has been seen in some cases [41]. 

Despite the large number of tools, there are few documented cases, especially with 

regard to the ideal prosumer previously defined. This is related to the fact that the 

prosumer is a very specific small group, that makes fairs [15] and creates eco-systems 

and working communities [16] only between them. This makes low cultural impact in 

society despite the large number of available tools, which means that the resulting pro-

jects are often not shown to other users, that could even become potential users. 
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